Based on the aerodynamics, this paper simulates a super high speed train with the speed of 600km/h through bridge laying plate or frame type ballastless track, analyses the influence of plate or frame type ballastless track on aerodynamic performance. Results show that the pressure at the Equipment module, the bogie and the apron is negative, and the pressure of the plate type is larger than frame type. Near the head's bogie, the pressure of the plate type is larger than the frame type. The mediate and tail's negative pressure of frame type is smaller than the plate type. The Super High Speed Train's resistance of frame type is superior to the plate type. The tail's lift of frame type is inferior to the plate type.
. Ballastless track structure is the main route of high-speed railway in China [2] . At present, most researches are concerned with the dynamic analysis of ballastless track of high speed railway [3] [4] . The research on influence of ballastless track structure on aerodynamic performance of super high speed train has not been reported. Based on the aerodynamics, this paper simulates a super high speed train with the speed of 600km/h through bridge laying plate or frame type ballastless track, analyses the influence of plate or frame type ballastless track on aerodynamic performance. _______________________ Liu Nan, CRRC Tangshan Co., Ltd.3# Changqian Rd., Fengrun District, Tangshan, 063035, P.R. China
CONTROL EQUATION
When a super high speed train with the speed of 600km/h through bridge laying plate or frame type ballastless track, the surrounding flow field can be considered as a three-dimensional viscous steady turbulent flow field. The control equations are continuity equation and momentum conservation equation, as follow:
Turbulent flow is very complex flow. We use the standard
CALCULATION MODEL OF DIFFERENT BALLASTLESS TRACK STRUCTURE
We use a super high speed train as the object. Three groups are used, with a total length of 80.14m. The calculation model is composed of a super high speed train with plate type ballastless track or frame type ballastless track installed on the bridge as shown in Figure 1 . The frame type slab ballastless track dimensions for 4.963m× 2.4m×0.19m. The plate type slab ballastless track dimensions for 4.963m×2.4m× 0.19m. The local calculation model of bridge, track and super high speed train is shown in figure 2 . In order to reduce the amount of computation, the side track of the trains without passing should be simplified (excluding track structures). 
COMPUTATIONAL REGION, MESH AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Computational region is shown in figure 3 . The forward section of the super high speed train is the inlet boundary, which is set as the speed inlet condition, and the calculation speed is 600km/h. The rear section of the super high speed train is the exit boundary, which is set as a pressure exit condition, and the pressure is 1 standard atmospheric pressure. The upper, left and right sides of super high speed train are set as symmetrical boundary conditions. The surface of super high speed train is set as wall boundary, which is set as boundary condition without slip wall. In order to simulate the track ground effect, the track and bridge are set to slip ground, and the slip speed is the speed of the super high speed train. Especially, the wheelset of the 6 bogies is kept in contact with the rail, in order to reduce the influence of the air flow through the track on the bottom of the train. The computational model is more in line with the actual operating conditions. The mesh is divided into grids by using the mesh division tool ICEM CFD. The mesh type is unstructured tetrahedral mesh, and the total number of grids is about 78 million 910 thousand.
FLOW FIELD CHARACTERISTICS OF DIFFERENT BALLASTLESS TRACK STRUCTURE
The section pressure nephogram of the super high speed train running at 600km/h is shown in figure 4~6 . The contour map of the pressure around the super high speed train shows:
1. Near the head train's bogie, the pressure range around the plate type ballastless track is larger than that of the frame type. There is a lot of negative pressure zone near the first bogie of the head train, which further increases the lift of the head train. The lift direction of the head train is downward.
2. Frame type ballastless track's negative pressure amplitude of the mediate and tail train is smaller than that of the plate type. This is due to the existence of the frame structure increasing the spacing between the track and the bottom of the super high speed train.
3. The plate type ballastless track's pressure of the surface of the bogie and the apron is larger than that of the frame type. And the most pressure is negative. This is due to the existence of the frame structure increasing the spacing between the track and the bottom of the super high speed train,, which is more conducive to the flow of air. Thus, the negative pressure value of the frame type ballastless track is relatively smaller than that of the plate type. Therefore, the lift of the frame type ballastless track is larger than that of the plate type. Fig. 7 shows the resistance of the super high speed train with different track structures at the speed of 600km/h. It can be seen that when the super high speed train pass through bridge laying plate type ballastless track, the resistance coefficients of the head train, mediate train, tail train and whole train are 0.1283, 0.0610, 0.0761and 0.2828. When the super high speed train pass through bridge laying frame type ballastless track, the resistance coefficients of the head train, mediate train, tail train and whole train are 0.1083, 0.0507, 0.0755 and 0.2489. The head train's resistance of the frame type ballastless track is 18.53% smaller than that of the plate type, and the mediate train's resistance of the frame type ballastless track is 20.29% smaller than that of the plate type, and the tail train's resistance of the frame type ballastless track is 0.84% smaller than that of the plate type. It can be seen that the super high speed train's resistance with frame type ballastless track is better than that of the plate type. Table Ⅰ show pressure drag and viscosity resistance of the super high speed train with different track structures at the speed of 600km/h. It can be seen that the head train's pressure drag of the frame type ballastless track is 25.61% smaller than that of the plate type, and the mediate train's pressure drag of the frame type ballastless track is 65.63% smaller than that of the plate type, and the tail train's pressure drag of the frame type ballastless track is 1.19% smaller than that of the plate type. The difference resistance between the head train and the mediate train caused by different track structures is mainly due to pressure drag. The head train's viscosity resistance of the frame type ballastless track is 8.71% smaller than that of the plate type, and the mediate train's viscosity resistance of the frame type ballastless track is 5.91% smaller than that of the plate type, and the tail train's viscosity resistance of the frame type ballastless track is 3.19% smaller than that of the plate type. The difference resistance of tail train is mainly due to viscosity resistance. Fig.8 shows the lift of the super high speed train with different track structures at the speed of 600km/h. It can be seen that when the super high speed train pass through bridge laying plate type ballastless track, the lift coefficients of tail train is 0.0643.When the super high speed train pass through bridge laying frame type ballastless track, the lift coefficients of tail train is 0.0745.The tail train's lift of the frame type ballastless track is 13.58%larger than that of the plate type, and the mediate train's lift of the frame type ballastless track is 12.61%larger than that of the plate type. It can be seen that the super high speed train's lift with plate type ballastless track is better than that of the frame type. 
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF BASIC AERODYNAMIC FORCES

CONCLUSION
In this paper we analyse the flow field characteristics of a super high speed train through bridge laying plate or frame type ballastless track, analyses the influence of plate or frame type ballastless track on aerodynamic performance. The following conclusions are obtained:
1. Near the head train's bogie, the pressure range around the plate type ballastless track is larger than that of the frame type. There is a lot of negative pressure zone near the first bogie of the head train, which further increases the lift of the head train. The lift direction of the head train is downward. Frame type ballastless track's negative pressure amplitude of the mediate and tail train is smaller than that of the plate type. This is due to the existence of the frame structure increasing the spacing between the track and the bottom of the super high speed train.
2.The super high speed train's resistance with frame type ballastless track is better than that of the plate type. The difference resistance between the head train and the mediate train caused by different track structures is mainly due to pressure drag. The difference resistance of tail train is mainly due to viscosity resistance.
3.The super high speed train's lift with plate type ballastless track is better than that of the frame type.
